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INTRODUCTION
SixDegrees.Org(SixDegrees) aims to connect our community with causes that speak to our
country's most pressing issues. With a non-traditional model that foregoes permanent pillars,
SixDegrees is able to support critical causes that need support in the
exact moment of their need. We connect those in the entertainment industry with
charitable endeavors that require amplification to deepen their impact and further their mission.
SixDegrees utilizes a variety of tools to reach our goals, such as: celebrity shout-outs, live events,
campaign activations, apparel fundraisers, auctions and other activities that leverage social and
legacy media to educate the public on a giving cause.
In this annual report, we will:
Provide our year-in-review of our goals and initiatives
Describe what we learned and what we were challenged by
Outline our campaign results
Celebrate achievements of our staff and partners
Offer our thank you to our partners and donors
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LETTER FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
From our community that continues to grow, to our board and staff that help
to guide our mission with integrity and passion, to our partners and
beneficiaries that receive our support and amplification, people have always
been at the heart of our work.
As I look back on 2020, I am in awe of the fortitude that people displayed.
There has not been a year in recent history that leveled as many hardships
on communities as 2020. Our year began with a pandemic that the world had
not seen in nearly 100 years. Our healthcare systems were quickly
overwhelmed, understaffed, ill-equipped and confronted by a deadly
disease that everyone knew very little about. When stay at home orders
went into effect, many families saw their savings diminish rapidly, if they had
any savings to begin with. Many businesses went under immediately, while
others were forced to make choices between protecting their customers and
employees and closing their doors forever. Milestones and special moments
were stolen from so many and more than 333,000 people lost their lives due
to Covid-19 in the United States alone in 2020. In addition to those shared
traumas, we were confronted with the harsh and brutal reality that our
country has not yet dealt with its ugly history of racism. We all stood face to
face, some for the first time, with a new understanding of how so many of our
institutions and structures were built on a foundation - and continue to
perpetuate - racism.
In spite of the heaviness that defined 2020, our team and partners were able
to dig deep and help ease the burden for many. We amplified grassroot
organizing to further lift local communities. We ignited a global conversation
about our shared responsibility to keep one another safe. Lastly, we helped
to shift the limelight to those voices that are often marginalized and left out
of conversations by reminding those that have dominated the conversation
that it’s time to pause and truly listen to others.
I am pleased to share a look back at the year we had in 2020. There is still
much work to be done but we know we can and will do it, together.
Best is Ahead,

Stacy Huston, Executive Director
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OUR STORY
SO FAR
OUR
MISSION

OUR PURPOSE

We believe that we are all connected by
six degrees or less. Through engaging
and educating our communities, we can
build greater compassion which has the
power to unite, motivate and bring about
positive change. We are dedicated to
igniting a universal connection and
passion for making a tangible impact on
people’s lives. We remain committed to
achieving our vision of harnessing the
kindness that connects us to make the
greatest positive impact.

SixDegrees.org was born out of a strong
desire to create a lasting positive impact.
Kevin Bacon wanted to give back and
knew his brand could influence. Over the
years, our philanthropic organization has
grown from a celebrity experiment into a
valuable and rewarding global project.
What we’ve discovered along the way is
that folks everywhere are looking for a
way to feel connected. So, we’re
harnessing that power of connection to
support grassroots nonprofits and their
often-overlooked social missions.
Because at the end of the day, we’re all
just six degrees from someone who
really needs our help, and when we work
together, we really can do a great deal of
good.

2,083

PEOPLE TOOK THE
KINDNESS PLEDGE
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OUR 2020
GOALS

1

2

Help to flatten the curve of
Covid-19 in communities across
the United States.
Early in 2020, CDC and WHO warned
of the precautions needed to be taken
In order to flatten the curve.
Hospitals were Ill-equipped with
limited PPE, minimal beds and little
space to store the deceased.
Disinformation and lack of adherence
to expert advice limited adoption of
social distancing and implementation
of stay at home orders.

3
Amplify voices for justice and
educate our community on
structural racism.
Structural and systemic racism
continued to be pervasive throughout
society.
The killing of George Floyd, Ahmaud
Arbery, Breonna Taylor and many
others caused a tipping point that
launched protests and unrest around
the world.
People of Color were joined by others
of conscience to demand meaningful
action to address social Injustice.

Support Healthcare Workers and
stimulate the economy for small
businesses.
Healthcare heroes were thrown Into
the center of a pandemic without
choice and ill equipped.
Local restaurants were closing their
doors at an alarming rate and many
permanently.
These frontline workers were risking
their lives to allow the rest of us to
stay healthy and safe during raging
Covid cases.

4
Fundraise for the hunger and
racial justice crisis In the United
States.
With record job losses during the
pandemic, families were facing
hunger, many for the first time.
The fight for racial injustice sought to
unite newly awakened individuals with
established fighter for justice.
The arts have long been at the
forefront of Inspiring social action and
creating a unified voice for those In
need.
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OUR 2020
STRATEGY
Our core support in 2020 was focused in two key areas:
Covid Response & Relief and Racial Justice.
The Covid-19 pandemic accelerated disparities in healthcare, education
and economic opportunities and this ongoing crisis shined an even greater
spotlight on inequity in our country. We also witnessed marginalized
communities and people of color suffering disproportionate fatality rates
and severity of Covid infection. As a response, we created two campaigns to
directly tackle the Covid-19 spread. Additionally, we launched a series of
campaigns under our initiative "Amplifying Voices of Color" in order to place
at the center of our efforts those that have been largely left out of the
conversation.

PROJECTS

DETAILS

I Stay Home For

A social media
campaign to
flatten the Covid19 curve.

2.1 billion impressions
Award Recognition

I Feed The Front

Campaign to
support frontline
heroes and small
businesses

Raised more than
$85k, sending 8,500
meals to frontline
workers

Shut Up And
Listen

Play On

Apparel
Campaign to
amplify voices for
justice
A CBS benefit
concert special

OUTCOME

53,3k impressions
600 items sold
generating $6.6k in
donations
More than $7.3 Million
dollars raised.
2.5 million viewers
and growing
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#ISTAYHOMEFOR
A social media based campaign aimed at
flattening the Covid-19 pandemic curve
The #IStayHomeFor Campaign was created to help flatten the curve of the Covid-19 pandemic. As the
first cases surfaced in the U.S. in early 2020, it was clear that this highly contagious virus was spreading
at an exponential rate. Lack of awareness of the significant public health threat arising from spread
through asymptomatic cases was a significant concern and it was critical that the public
understand the important of social distancing as the best way to minimize the spread and to protect
those that were high risk and/or those that couldn't stay home. Covid-19 was disproportionately
affecting black and brown communities and our healthcare system was ill-equipped to handle the
repercussions of the spread of this new lethal virus. We set out to help initiate a sense of ownership in
the containment efforts in order to bring it closer to home. Our goal was to shift the paradigm from
those individuals just considering their own health, age or risk indicators when making decisions
around socializing to those same people taking into account the people that they care about that
might be at a higher risk for more severe symptoms or death. We wanted to help people more
seriously consider how their daily actions could directly link to someone else’s survival. The
#Istayhomefor campaign asked all of us In the community to identify who in their life needs them to
take Covid 19 seriously and to stay home. By taking a public stance and sharing their own personal
“why” for staying socially distant and respecting stay at home orders, we witnessed an increase in the
accountability that was necessary to flatten the curve.
Our team built a social campaign to ensure people stayed socially distant and respected the stay at
home orders that were being encouraged around the globe. In order for it to be successful, we
needed to ensure that several criteria were met. The content creation needed to be simple enough for
anyone to decipher how to join the campaign from any singular post. This meant that #Istayhomefor
needed to be intuitive enough for others to replicate it and that it needed to require limited explanation
outside of an initial post from Kevin Bacon for context. The ask needed to be something that was
inclusive and allowed any person to participate without limitations imposed by physical ability, race,
gender, socio-economic class, location or medical condition. Lastly, the campaign needed to be
shareable across the world’s most popular social media sites so that we were able to disseminate the
information quickly and easily on anyones chosen platform. In this particular campaign created in
partnership with McCann, each person was prompted to share a picture of themselves holding a sign
with #Istayhomefor and the name of the person that they are staying home for. The response was
remarkable. We were staying home for our grandparents, our neighbors, the person that is immunocompromised, our fellow citizen. Once the challenge was accepted publicly, there was an
accountability through our peers on social media that took place and a movement that was grounded
in kindness and empathy took off into every direction of the globe.
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#ISTAYHOMEFOR

THE RESULTS

$0
PAID PROMOTION

+30
COUNTRIES

1.2M

+90

POSTS

CELEBRITIES

2.1B

+15

SOCIAL MEDIA
IMPRESSIONS

LANGUAGES

More than 90 celebrities joined the campaign and countless others from around the world. Some
include: Emma Watson, David Beckham, Elton John, Reba McIntyre, Dolly Parton, Demi Lovato, Carrie
Underwood, Jennifer Lopez, Alex Rodriguez, Mariah Carey, Millie Bobby Brown, Hugh Jackman, Kerry
Washington, Tracee Ellis Ross, Ellen DeGeneres. Ellie Fanning, Dakota Fanning, Melinda Gates, and
Conan O'Brien.
Instagram created an #istayhomefor sticker and made a public announcement on Twitter, an
uncommon stamp of approval reserved for campaigns that Instagram takes notice of. Governor Andrew
Cuomo of New York took the challenge on air during his daily press conference during the height of his
states Covid-19 spike. He challenged JLo and Arod to participate, and later his brother Chris Cuomo of
CNN took part on air. These collective moments and extensive coverage of the campaign helped to
ensure that whether you get your news from local news, cable news or on social media, you were
hearing about the importance of staying home. We took what many people saw as an unfair burden and
created a united campaign that helped to flatten the curve. We also helped to increase safety for those
that had no choice but to go out and be on the frontlines of this pandemic. The Shorty Social Good
Awards also recognized #IStayHomeFor "Best Use of a Hashtag" for 2020. Read more In AdWeek.
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#IFEEDTHEFRONT
A social media based campaign aimed at supporting frontline heroes
while creating much needed revenue for small businesses
#IFeedTheFront was launched due to our desire to thank our frontline workers that were
stepping up to save lives during the Covid-19 pandemic. We also saw an Incredible need to
help support small businesses, specifically restaurants that were closing at an alarming rate.
Yelp did a study and shared that out of the 26,160 restaurants that were forced to close due
to the pandemic In June 2020, more than 16,000 would close permanently.

$85k
Money raised during 3
week campaign from
Individuals like you

8,500
Meals delivered and
heroes thanked due to
your generosity

The economic repercussions and loss of vitality that small restaurants bring to their
communities would be devastating and we wanted to do something to help. We launched
The #IFEEDTHEFRONT campaign, a national effort to thank our heroes while keeping doors
opened with a consistent revenue stream for small restaurants. We directly partnered with
Frontline Foods, now part of Jose Andres' World Central Kitchen, and Feed The Fight DC.
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#SHUTUPANDLISTEN
Our first apparel campaign to launch our "Amplify Voices of Justice Initiative.
Amplify Voices of Justice was a way to give voice to the outcry for racial equity that was
ignited into a worldwide movement for black and brown life during the Summer of 2020. We
all witnessed the tragic murder of George Floyd and Ahmaud Arbery, while countless other
names like Breonna Taylor joined the growing list of people that were victims of inequitable
systems that need structural change. The demand for police and criminal justice reform Is at
an all time high, and while recognition for the need for change has spread across all races,
we still have a long way to go. SixDegrees will carry forward the Amplify Voices of Justice
Initiative with a variety of programs that create more equitable opportunities for people of
color.

25%

The US has 5% of the
world's population but
25% of It's Incarcerated.

10x

The median wealth of
white households are
10x that of black
households

23%

Black people are 13%
of the population but
make up 23% of Covid
deaths

After the murder of George Floyd when Kevin was
asked in an interview for his response to the racial
climate, he stated simply that it was time for people that
are privileged like he is, "to shut up and listen." We
decided to make that motto into a shirt and start
"Amplify Voices of Justice", an Initiative to support
organizations that are fighting for racial equity, an end to
police brutality and a more just world for us all to live in.
Our first beneficiary was the Equal Justice Initiative. EJI is
committed to ending mass incarceration and excessive
punishment in the U.S., challenging racial and economic
injustice, and protecting basic human rights for the most
vulnerable people in American society.

In a 3 week campaign we were able to sell 588 Items
of Apparel, raising more than $6.6k for EJI. We
encourage anyone who is interested In supporting a
charity to consider launching their own apparel
campaign. It's a wonderful way to not only raise funds
for their mission, but also to raise awareness for their
ongoing work.
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PLAY ON: A CELEBRATION OF
MUSIC TO MAKE CHANGE
A Benefit Concert Special, Apparel Campaign and
Auction in support of NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund Inc. & WhyHunger.
SixDegrees.Org partnered with Executive Producers Kevin Bacon, iconic international fashion designer John Varvatos,
Rock the Bells founder and CEO LL COOL J, esteemed CBS This Morning anchor Anthony Mason, and prominent
benefit concert producers Greg Williamson and Nicole Rechter. Celebrated Grammy Award-winning musician and
producer Steve Jordan served as music director for the concert special that took place in December 2020. Music fans
tuned in to PLAY ON: Celebrating the Power of Music to Make
Change, an extraordinary benefit concert broadcast amplifying awareness for transformational racial, social and food
justice. The memorable primetime one-hour special, which was co-hosted by Golden Globe-winning actor, musician,
philanthropist and Founder of Sixdegrees.Org Kevin Bacon and Grammy Award-winning rapper, actress and current
“The Talk” host Eve, aired on CBS, as well as on CBS ALL Access and SiriusXM’s The Pulse (ch. 15), and fans who
missed the memorable musical night can now stream PLAY ON on YouTube.

The incredible special included stellar artist lineups spanning musical genres at iconic music venues in New York City,
Los Angeles and Nashville. The famed Troubadour in Los Angeles featured dynamic performances by Gary Clark Jr.,
Ziggy Marley with Andra Day, and LL COOL J featuring DJ Z-Trip. The legendary Apollo Theater in New York City
featured electric performances by Machine Gun Kelly, Jon Batiste with Sara Bareilles, Emily King, Pedrito Martinez and
Steve Jordan, along with a special video performance from Bon Jovi. The historic Bluebird Cafe in Nashville showcased
inspired performances by Maren Morris, Sheryl Crow and Yola joined by The Highwomen and Sheryl Crow. Special
appearances were also made by Bruce Springsteen, John Legend and Ringo Starr.
To hear more from Sherrilyn Ifill and Noreen Springstead, the women who are leading LDF and WhyHunger, please
watch their extended conversation highlighted during PLAY ON here.
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PLAY ON: A CELEBRATION OF
MUSIC TO MAKE CHANGE
The Results

“Together, we raised $7.3 million in order to amplify the
work of WhyHunger and the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund,” said Stacy Huston, Executive Director
of SixDegrees.Org. “We are thrilled with the response to
the PLAY ON benefit concert special. We wanted to end
the year amplifying the most pressing issues we face as a
nation. Many of the songs spoke about justice and this
powerful show left us all more hopeful. We are so proud of
the work that everyone involved has done to generate
awareness for these organizations.”

$7.3M

Money Raised to
amplify the work of our
NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund
& WhyHunger

2.26 million viewers on CBS
109k viewers on YouTube
930k Impressions on YouTube
+5000 hours of viewing
Total impressions | press: 3,797,933,039
Number of press hits: 191
Number of Broadcast hits: 50+

Total pieces of social coverage: 569
Total impressions: 84,711,506
Total engagements: 299,103

Preshow sponsors raise of $7.2 million
Donations since show aired +$67k
173 Items of Merch Sold +$1.8k
Charity Buzz Auction +$12k
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ADDITIONAL 2020
PROJECTS
See a complete list of projects SixDegrees.Org
supported, notable partnerships throughout the
year and additional acknowledgments.

Sunshine Sachs – End Racism in Sports – Washington Football Team
Kevin Bacon joined the Sunshine Sachs Initiative to call for a renaming of the Washington Red$k!ns. The
campaign was successful and after years of resistance, the team formally retired their name.
Second Story – Alternative House
SixDegrees and Kevin Bacon participated in a community
fundraiser In Tysons Corner, VA to raise funds for Second Story,
a safe haven for youth and families in crisis facing homelessness
with nowhere to turn. The fundraiser raised $15k and was
announced in conjunction with the showing of Footloose at the
Capital One Center’s Summer Drive-in Movie Nights that provided
families with an opportunity to go out to the movies safely during
the middle of the COVID pandemic.
Penta Dance for Mobility Challenge
Kevin Bacon participated as an ambassador for SixDegrees.Org to amplify the Penta Dance for Mobility
virtual challenge for Penta Prosthetics, a charity that collects used prostheses to bring high quality, low cost
prosthetic care to amputees all over the world.
Global Boyhood Initiative - #BraveryIs Campaign
A powerful Initiative from Sixdegrees.Org's long time partners
at Entertain Impact, supporting boys to be caring, compassionate,
brave, sensitive allies. From Promundo and the Kering Foundation
in partnership with Plan International, Kevin Bacon joined a series
called #BraveryIs and shared how he approached parenting
a boy with empathy and compassion.
Toby Keith Foundation Auction – Medical Missionaries
We continued to provide meet and greets and VIP experiences with the Bacon Brothers to help fundraising
for charitable auctions this year. Medical Missionaries is a volunteer group of more than 200 doctors, nurses,
dentists, and others who work to improve the health of the poorest of the poor in the U.S. and throughout
the world. We provide medical care and medical supplies, clothing and food to the areas we serve.
The Concert Across America to End Gun Violence
The Bacon Brothers participate in an annual concert to call for an end to gun violence. Concert Across
America was started in 2016 and is a series on concerts to raise awareness and draw attention to the crisis
that is gun violence.
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2021 INITIATIVES
Our key areas of focus areas heading Into 2021

Supporting Our Youth

Social and Racial Justice

The Arts and Performance

Food Justice

Literacy
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2020 PARTNERS
It takes a village and these represent some of ours that made a clear
impact toward our initiatives in 2020.
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We would like to thank all of the people who worked tirelessly on the projects mentioned
within our 2020 Impact Report:
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Our friends that utilized their platforms for good: Kevin Bacon, Kyra Sedgwick, Gary Clark Jr.,
Ziggy Marley with Andra Day, LL COOL J, DJ Z-Trip, Machine Gun Kelly, Jon Batiste, Sara
Bareilles, Emily King, Pedrito Martinez, Steve Jordan, Bon Jovi, Maren Morris, Sheryl Crow,
Yola, The Highwomen, Sheryl Crow, Bruce Springsteen, John Legend and Ringo Starr, Aimee
Song, Aj Mclean, Naomi King, Alessandra Amrosio, Alex Rodriguez, Ali Wentworth, Amanda
Seyfried, Andrew Cuomo, Andy Richter, Anne Marie Nicholson, Asher Angel, Ashley Graham,
Barbara Corcoran, Bebe Rexha, Ben Barnes, Brandi Carlile, Brooke Shields, Bobby Flay,
Camilla Belle, Carla Gugino, Chelsea Handler, Chris Cuomo, Chrissy Metz, Conan O’Brian,
Dakota Fanning, David Beckham, Demi Lovato, Donovan Mitchell, Dolly Parton, Elle Fanning,
Ellen DeGeneres, Elton John, Emma Watson, Eric Christian Olsen, Eva Longoria,. Girl Scouts,
Harvey Petito, Hugh Jackman, Jamie Lee Curtis, Jeffrey Zacharian, Jennifer Garner, Jennifer
Lopez, Jeffrey Ross, Jimmy Kimmel, Joanna Garcia Swisher, JoJo, Julia Roberts, Kathryn
Hahn, Katie Lee, Kara Del Toro, Kerry Washington, Kimberly Williams-Paisley, Lily Collins,
Maggie Grace, Mariah Carey, Mariska Hargitay, Martha Hunt, Melinda Gates, Melissa
Peterman, Michael Park, Michelle Pfeiffer, Millie Bobbie Brown, Mike Gesicki, Molly Sims,
Natalie Portman, Nick Carter, Odette Annable, Pete Souza, Perrie Edward, Romee Strijd Sam
Smith, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Sharon Stone, Sosie Bacon, Sofia Carson, Sunny Anderson,
Susan Kelechiwatson, Taylor Hill, Tracee Ellis Ross, Vanessa Lachey, Wayne Coyne. and Will
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Research Sources: US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Federal Reserve Survey
of Consumer Finances,
SixDegrees.Org
107 S West St, Alexandria,
VA 22314 USA
818-821-0893
www.sixdegrees.org
connect@sixdegrees.org

WE THANK YOU FOR
YOUR ONGOING
SUPPORT
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